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KALEIDOSCOPE CONFERENCE 

PROMISES GREAT THINGS FOR TEXTESOLERS!! 
by Christine Tierney, TEXTESOL Second Vice-President 

Well, it's conference time. Are you ready for more 
hyperbole? Let me tell you about KALEIOOSCOPE: 
ST ARTEGIES FOR DIVERSE LEARNING ENVIRON
MENTS. This conference is going 
to be the best ever! Our theme 

Oxford to be our keynote speaker on Saturday. She will 
speak on encouraging students louse learning strategies 
that enable them to maximize their learning capabilities. 

Professor Oxford has written exten
sively on the subject and has led 

was chosen to represent not only 
the diversity of our teaching 
situations, but also our own 
diversity. Not all ESL teachers 
are alike! Some have trained for 
years and received degrees in 
order to teach, others have 
returned to school to get training 
and certification, and others, like 
me, fell into the field and liked 
where we landed. The conference 
is the perfect time to get together 
to compare our experieces and to 

I>ON'T MISS 
IN THIS ISSUE!!! 

teacher training groups all over the 
world. She is the author of Language 
Learning Strategies and is the co-editor 
of the new series published by Heinle 
& Heinle, Tapestry. In addition to her 
keynote speech, Professor Oxford will 
also conduct a workshop Saturday 
morning. 

Full Llet:.~ils about the 
ANNUAL MEETING of 
TEXTESOL IV 
Call for papers!! 
Poster Contest!!! 
Up-to-date text of 

TEXTESOL Constitution! 

We have planned some special 
activities for the conference. On Friday 
night, there will be swap shops, an 
opening address and a buffet reception. 
We have scheduled Friday's activities at 

learn from one another. 
That is what this year's conference is about. Our 

regional conference presents. the real experts - you and 
your peers. You and your colleagues will describe what 
goes on in your classrooms and explain what works and 
what doesn't. Your particiaption is essential because no 
one else can provide that information. You need to 
present. We need to hear what is going on in your 
classroom. 

Now this is not to say that we won't listen to outside 
talent as well. in fact, we have asked Professor Rebecca 

the luxurious Westchase Hilton Hotel, located on 
Westheimer at Briargrove. Also on Friday, you will be 
able to see the winners of the poster and essay contests. 
Saturday's sessions will be held at the TEA's Region IV 
Education Service Center on Tidwell. Having our 
concurrent sessions at the TEA facility allows us to take 
advantage of the wonderful space they have and to avail 
ourselves of the latest technology and a/v equipment. 
Lunch Saturday will be catered, so make those lunch 
reservations when you preregister 



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
SERVING ON THE TEXTESOL 

BOARD? 
Each year at the TEXTESOL IV fall confer

ence, new officers are elected to serve on the 
board of TEXTESOL IV. If you think you 
would be interested in serving on the Board 
during the next year, please let us know! For 
more infmmation about the positions 
availableand duties involved call Jeanne 
McDonough, no later than August 15, at 713-
743-3024 

****************** 
CORRECTION: 

In the last issue of The Fourth Estate, the staff 
box incorrectly named Christine Tierney as First 
Vice President. Joyce Bowman holds this 
position; Chrisine Tierney holds the position of 
Second Vice President. The Fourth Estate 
regrets the error. 

THE FOURTH ESTATE is a publication ofTEXTESOL 
IV, regional affiliate of TESOL, Teachers of English to 
Speakers of Othe Languages. All correspondance should 
be addressed to THE FOURTH ESTATE, English 
Language Institute, University of Houston, Downtown, 
One Main St. Houston, TX 77002 

TEXTESOL IV Officers: 

President: .. .. ... ..... ........... ........ Jeanne McDonough 
First Vice President: ............ .. Joyce Bowman 
Second Vice-President .......... Christine Tierney 
Treasurer: ............... ............. .. Pamela Howard 
Secretary: ....................... ..... .. Linda Robinson-Fellag 

FOURTH ESTATE EDITORS: 
David A. Ross Linda Robinson-Fellag 

' 
THE FOURTH EJTATE thanks the English Language 
Institute and the University of Houston, Downtown for 
the contribution of office space, and the Houston 
Community Colldge for access to computers and other 
institutional support. 
© 1993, TEXTESOL IV, all rights reserved. 

NOMINATE YOUR OUTSTANDING 
COLLEAGUES! 

The TEXTESOL IV Board would like to invite 
members to submit nominations for the Out
standing TEXTESOLer Award for 1993. This 
award is given to acknowledge dedication to, 
and support of, the TEXTESOL IV organization. 
The nominee must be a member of TEXTESOL 
IV in good standing and should have demon
strated support for the TEXTESOL IV organiza
tion. For example, this person would be some
one who has volunteered his/her time, provided 
administrative support, or in some other way 
contributed to the smooth operation of the 
organization. The winner of the award will be 
announced at the TEXTESOL IV fall conference 
in Houston on October 2. in addition to being 
honored at the Houston conference, the recipient 
will receive partial funding to the TEXTESOL 
state conference in Dallas, November 4 and 5. 

SPEAKERS WANTED!! 

Immediate openings for conven-
tion speakers. No experience 

necessary. On-site training pro
vided. Enthusiastic audiences 
guaranteed. Submit a copy of 

your abstract and completed call 
for paper by August 15, 1993 to: 

CHRISTINE TIERNEY 
c/o HCCS- Southwest college, 

5407 Gulfton, 
Houston, TX 77081 
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[Editor's note: At the annual business session to take place at the TEXTESOL-IV Annual Meeting, The Executive 

Board will propose several changes to the TEXTESOLRegion-IV Constitution. For your reference, we are including 

the entire text oft he Constitution and By-Laws, with text proposed to be changed in bold print and proposed new text 

in italics.] 

CONSTITUTION OF TEXTESOL-IV 

ARTICLE I: NAME 

The name of the association shall be TEXTESOL-IV, Houston area (Texas Regional Association For Teachers 

Of English To Speakers Of Other Languages) 

ARTICLE II: PURPOSE 

TEXTESOL-IV, Houston Area, is a professional, non-profit Association whose purposes are to promote 

scholarship and to share information through discussion, study, meetings, and publications in order to strengthen all 

levels, professional instruction and research in the teaching of English to speakers of other languages or dialects, to 

promote high standards of bilingual education, and to cooperate in appropriate ways with other groups having similar 

concerns. 

This association is organized exclusively for educational purposes, including the making of distributions to an 

organization that qualifies as exempt under Section 501 (C) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or the 

corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law). 

Notwithstanding any other provision of these articles, the Association shall not carry on any other activities not 

permitted to be carried on by an organization exempt from Federal income tax under Section 501 (C) (3) of the Internal 

Revenue Code of 1954 (or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law). 

All monies of the organization shall only be disbursed in the support of the purposes of this organization and shall 

not be disbursed to any other member of the organization for his or her private gain. Monies may be disbursed only 

with the approval of the Executive Board and/or the majority of members in good standing at a business meeling. 

ARTICLE III: MEMBERSHIP 

Individual voting membership in TEXTESOL-IV, Houston Area, is open to any person who at any educational 

level teaches standard English to speakers of other languages or dialects as well as to those preparing for or otherwise 

interested in such teaching. 

ARTICLE IV: OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE BOARD 

A. The officers of the Association shall be a President, a First Vice-President, a Second Vice-president, a 

Second Vice-President-Elect, and an Immediate Past President. 

B. Both a Secretary and a Treasurer shall be elected by the members to serve two-year terms (Amended 1987) 

C. Five members-.at-large shall be elected to serve alternating terms of 2 years 

D. The Executive Board shall consist of the persons of Article IV, Sections A, B. and C. 

E. The Duties of Officers and Executive Board Members: 

1. The President shall preside at all business meetings of the Association and at all meetings of the 

Executive Board. The President shall appoint such special and standing committees as the Executive 
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Board deems necessary tot he efficient operation of the organization. 

2. The First Vice-President, who shall also undertake other duties the President shall 
delegate, shall be responsible for promoting membership in the Association and shall 
preside in the absence of the President and assist the President in the execution of business. 

3. The Second Vice-President shall be responsible for the development and implementation 
of the annual meeting and other meetings of TEXTESOL-IV 

4. The Second Vice-President Elect shall assist the Second Vice-president in the planning 
and implementation of the annual meeting and other meetings ofTEXTESOL-IV and shall 
supervise affiliate publications, appointing the newsletter editor as needed. 

5. The Secretary shall record the minutes of each official meeting, shall maintain all official 
documents, shall conduct the correspondence of the Association unless otherwise specified, 
and shall maintain a register of all members. 

6. The Treasurer shall conduct and record all financial business of the Association: a) collect 
dues; b) make all disbursements by check; c) maintain proper financial records; d) have the 
books audited as specified by the Executive Board; e) present a written financial report at 
all regular meetings. 

7. The Immediate Past resident shall serve as Liaison Officer and shall be responsible for the 
following: a) communication between TEXTESOL-IV, Houston Area, and TESOL; b) 
submission of an annual report to TESOL; c) liaison with other organizations; 

8. The Members-at-large on the Executive Board shall be responsible for the following: a) 
assisting in promoting membership; b) ensuring representation of special interest groups; 
c) acting as resource persons for the Executive officers. 

F. Vacancies. A vacancy in any office shall be filled by an appointment of the President with the 
approval of the Executive Board. If the office of the President becomes vacant, the First Vice-President 
shall serve as President for the following year. 

ARTICLE V: ELECTIONS 

I. A nominating committee consisting of three members from diverse geographic areas of Region 
IV. all of whom shall have been members of the Association of at least one year, shall be elected by the 
Executive Board. No one may serve on the Nominating Committee more than once in three years. This 
committee shall prepare a single slate of candidates for the annual meeting of the Association, In the event 
that the Nominating Committee is not able to function properly. nominations for election shall come from 
the floor. The committee shall meet immediately following its election to designate a chairman (Amended 
1982) 

2. The slate of candidates shall be announced to the membership of the Association at least 30 days 
prior to the annual meeting. 

3. Elections shall take place by secret ballot at the business session of the annual meeting of the 
Association. Ballots shall be collected and counted by the members of the Nominating Committee. 

4. Quorum -A quorum shall consist of all paid-up members present at the annual business meeting. 
A majority vote shall decide the election. 
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CONSTITUTION, ctd.jrom Pg. 4 

ARTICLE VI: MEETINGS 

1EX1ESOL-IV, Houston Area, shall hold at least one general meeting a year, part of whkh will be 

devoted to the business ofTEXTESOL-IV. Houston Area. The Executive Board shall meet at least two 

time a year. Meetings. genera l or executive , shall be called by the Executive Board who set the time and 

place for regular meetings. Twenty-rive percent of the membership may also call a special general meeting. 

Procedures at meetings shall be according to Roberts Rules of Order: New Revised edition. 

ARTICLE VII: DISSOLUTION 

In the event of the dissolution of the Association, the Executive Board shall pay or make provision for 

the payment of all liabilities of the Association. Any remaining assets shall become the sole property of 

1ESOL. 

BY-LAWS 

ARTICLE 1: TERM OF MEMBERSHIP AND DUES 

l. The membership shall be from October Ito September 30 (Amended 1986) 

2. a) The dues for an individual member shall be [$10.00] $11.00 per year. (Amended 1982, 1986) 

b) The dues for student membership shall be [$5.00] $6.00 per year (Amended 1986) 

ARTICLE II: DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS 

All monies shall be disbursed by the President and/or treasurer, with notification to the Executive Board 

(Amended 1987) 

ARTICLE III: BY -LAW CHANGES 

Proposed amendments to the By-Laws must be approved by a majority of the members of the Executive 

Board or submitted to the President in a Peti tion signed by at least twenty-five percent of the members in 

good standing. (Any such proposed amendment shall be distributed to all the members at least thirty days 

before the amendment is voted on.) To become effective the proposed amendments must be ratified by a 

two-thirds vote of the quorum al the annual business meeting. 

ARTICLE IV: NEWSLETTER 

Publication costs of a newsletter shall be borne by TEXTESOL-IV and an institution designated by the 

Executive Board of TEXTESOL-IV 

ARTICLE V: PUBLICATIONS 

The Executive Board shall appoint the Editors of any approved publication of TEXTESOL-IV. 
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OVERCOMING 
ADVERSITY AND 
ENJOYING DIVERSITY 

Our speaker on Friday night has lived the 
message he is going to share with us. It took 
Certified Public Speaker Jimmy Cabrera many 
years to develop the polished, professional image 
he projects today. He grew up in an age when 
he didn't fit the mold and felt as though the 
"system" had failed him. At risk before the term 
wss coined, Jimmy had to find strength within 
himself and in his family. Instead of accepting 
failure or defeat, Jimmy Cabrera decided to 
move on. His message is to tum negatives into 
positives. He asks us to take that message to our 
students and to show them that we will not fail 
them. Their diversity can work to challenge and 

ANNOUNCING TWO NEW 
CONTESTS 

stimulate them just as Jimmy's made him 
find solutions to his challenges. Jimmy Cabrera 
has spoken with great enthusiasm to educational 
groups and companies all over the Houston area 
and Texas. He came to us highly recommended 
by educators who had heard him in San Antonio. 
Don't miss this dynamic workshop on cultural 
awareness and maximizing our diversity. 

TEXTESOL IV is sponsoring two new contests this year. The contests are designed to reward the creative 
efforts of our K-12 students in TEA Regions IV, V, and VI. The first is a poster contest that is open to all ESL 
students K-6. The second is an essay contest for students in grades 7-12. Cash prizesof $50 for first place and 
$25 for second place will be offered to the winners in each TEA region. The subject matter of the posters and 
essays should reflect the title of our conference: Kaleidoscope: Strategies for Diverse Learning Environ
ments. The following are the specifications for the contests. 

POSTER 
Open to all ESL Students in grades K-6; 
however, only 3 posters per district should 
be submitted. 

THEME: A Kaleidoscope of Diversity 

SIZE: 22" X 28" 

DEADLINE: September 13, 1993 

Include the student's name, age, class, and a 
school contact phone number on the back. 

ESSAY 
Open to all ESL Students in grades 7-12; 
however, only 3 essays per district should 
be submitted. 

THEME: A Kaleidoscope of Diversity 

LENGTH: 500 words 

DEADLINE: September 13, 1993 

Include the student's name, age, class, and a 
school contact phone number on the essay. 

Send posters and essays to the TEA Regional Service Center in your region via TEA's pickup service: 

Region IV Ed. Center 
Att: Stephen While 

Region V Ed. Service Center 
AU: Sherry Goth 

Region VI Ed. Service Center 
AU: Katie McFarland 



18th Annual TexTESOL Conference 

MASQUERADE: 
TRICKS OF THE TRADE 

• Hyatt Regency Houston 

• November 1-2, 1996 
• Guest Speakers, Publishers Exhibition, 

Workshops, Swap Shops, Papers, 
Discussion Groups, Interest Section 
Events, and more ••• 

• Call for papers will be mailed to 
TexTESOL members in January, 1996. 

• For more information please contact: 
Anne Albarelli-Siegfried 
North Harris College 
2700 W.W. Thorne Drive 
Houston, TX 77073-3499 
Tel: (713) 443-5604 Fax: (713) 443-5633 
E-Mail albarea@ nhc.nhmccd.cc.tx.us 
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President's Message 

G reetings from the board of TEXTESOL IV. This is a 
great year for us. As president, it is my pleasure to 
give you an update on our activities. I will focus on 
three areas: recent achievements, current projects, 

and your role in this professional organization to which you 
belong. 

Recent Achievements: 
The fall conference was ably chaired by Betty 

Gilfillan. Our theme was "Engines of Ingenuity in Language 
Teaching," borrowed from keynote speaker John Lienhard of 
National Public Radio and the University of Houston. His talk 
celebrated the creativity of language development. Betty 
Gilfillan did a superb job of organizing all aspects of planning, 
and all board members worked well together to bring our 
efforts to fruition. Treasurer Alice Head managed registration 
with efficiency and charm, assisted by past president Pam 
Howard, about whom too much good cannot be said. In 
November we honored Betty as our TEXTESOLer of the 
year at the state conference in San Antonio. Most of our 
board members attended; we. were impressed and inspired 
by the smoothly-run production orchestrated by the San 
Antonio team. We were taking careful notes in preparation 
for the state conference that we will be hosting the fall of 
1996 in Houston. 

Another area of heightened achievement for us is 
the renaissance of the newsletter you are reading. We laud 
Federico Salas on his exemplary editorship. 

Current Projects: 
This year we have our most diverse board ever, with 

members representing elementary and secondary education, 
proprietary schools, adult education, community college 
programs, and intensive programs in universities. This 
diversity is proving to be a real asset as we strive to expand 
our membership base. 

See President's Message Page #2 

The Fourth Estate 
Tex-TESOL Region IV 

CONGRATULATIONS TO BETTY GILFILLAN 
First Vice-president of our TEXTESOL Board 

VOTED TEXTESOLer OF THE YEAR FOR 1995111 
WE ALL AGREED BETTY WAS "NUMERO UNO" 
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President's Message (from page #1) 

Canie LaPorte is wortdng to form a higher education interest 

section, and Bertha Brown and Rose Mary Schouten are 

conducting outreach to potential members in area school 

districts. We also welcome to the board Brenda Winch and 

Colette Gill. 

Of course our major project this year is the state 

TEXTESOL conference. This educational gala rotates 

among the five Texas affiliates, occuning in Houston only 

once every five years. It is an event not to be missed. ESL 

cognoscenti from across Texas and beyond will gather 

November 1 & 2 at the Hyatt Regency downtown, a 
magnificent facility. Since the conference will be right after 

Halloween, we chose the theme "Masquerade: Tricks of the 

Trade," a motif rich in allusive potential. See the call for 

papers in this newsletter. 

This year our conference chair is Anne Albarelli

Siegfried, with Terry Shearer as assistant chair. Planning 

has begun in earnest, as we weigh program configurations, 

consider invited speakers, and ponder menu choices! We 

are also exploring the possibility of an Employment 

Clearinghouse with a job-notice board and spaces for 
interviews. So mark your calendars now and plan to join 
your colleagues from across the state for a dynamic weekend 

in Houston. 

Your Role: 
I invite you to contribute your unique talents to 

TEXTESOL IV. In addition to attending the year1y local or 
state conference, here are some ways you can become 

involved: 
> Write an article for the newsletter on a teaching 

technique that works for you. Submissions on sociopolitical 

issues that impact ESL are also welcome. 
> Send in a presentation proposal for the state 

conference. Sharing a successful classroom activity with 

other ESL professionals is collegial; furthermore, giving such 

a presentation advances your own understanding of the 

topic. 
> Volunteer to help with the work of the board. 

Could you help fold, seal, and sort for a mailout? Can you 

help us reach out to teachers in school districts and 

instructors in proprietary schools? Will you help staff the 

registration table next November1 Would you like to 

nominate yourself for a position on the board for next year1 

If the answer to any of these is yes, please write us through 

the newsletter. If you would like to discuss these 

opportunities with me or to chat about anything else 
regarding our organization, feel free to contact me at 

Southeast College, 6815 Rustic, Houston, TX 77087, 
telephone 712/641-9655, fax 713/641-9653. Notice the lack 

of electronic mail address. That's my next challenge! 

Pedagogically yours, 
Steven R. Storla 
January 27, 1996 

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS IN 0ANGERIII 

The funding for Traditional Bilingual Vocational Training Projects was cut entirety last year. The Traditional Bilingual 

Training Projects prepare persons of limited English proficiency to perform in an environment requiring English language 

skills. These vocational programs using the students' native language to transfer skills into English will no longer be funded 

under the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Training Act of 1984. However, the focus of our Bilingual Vocational Training Project 

to train Bilingual Secretaries under the new Carl D. Perkins guidelines seeks not only to prepare LEP students to perform in 

English, but also to perform on the job with an equal emphasis on Spanish oral and written skills. Training projects such as 

ours may also be cut if the MEnglish Onlyn bills are voted into law by Congress. The end result could effect America's vital 

interests. 

There is a demonstrated need for bilingual office and technical personnel in cities such as Houston and El Paso where 

international business is being conducted with our trading partners under the NAFTA and GATT trade agreements. The 

English Only legislation will hinder efforts to train bilingual personnel and may put US companies at a disadvantage to 

conduct normal business operations in a global market. . 

Terry Shearer 
Bilingual Vocational Training Coordinator 
North Harris College 

The Fourth Estate 
Tex-TESOL Region IV 
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If you wish to send articles, ideas, or questions to The Fourth Estate, you may contact any member of 

the Tex-TESOL Region IV board. You can also contact me directly at (713) 591-9318, you can send 

copy-ready articles to my office at 250 N. Sam Houston Pkwy. East. Houston, TX 77060 Adult 

Education Center; you can send me your contributions in a computer diskette (Mac or IBM}, or (this 

is my druthers) you can e-mail me at Fsalas@mail.nhmccd.cc.tx.us 

TEACHERS OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES 

TESOL Resolution on Language Rights 

Whereas TESOL is an organization which promotes programs that provide speakers of other languages the 
opportunity to learn English; and 

Whereas TESOL supports the study of other languages for native English speakers; and 

Whereas in recognition of the right of all individuals to preserve and foster their linguistic and cultural origins, 
TESOL also supports learners of English maintaining their native tongues during and after their learning of 
English; and 

Whereas these rights have been affirmed by such international organizations as UNESCO and the European 
Economic Community and in such international treaties as the Helsinki Accord; and 

Whereas several states within the United States of America have enacted and other states and the United States 
Congress are considering legislative measures that could be used to deny these basic language rights; and 

Whereas the considerable resources being spent to promote and implement English Only policies in the United 
States of America could be allocated more effectively for language instruction, including English as a 
Second Language, at all educational levels and within all educational settings; 

Therefore Be It Resolved that TESOL support measures that protect the right of all individuals to preserve and 
foster their linguistic and cultural origins; 

Be It Further Resolved that TESOL oppose all measures declaring English the official language if the United 
States of America or of any legally constituted part thereof; and 

Finally Be It Resolved that TESOL, circulate this resolution to its affiliates and interest sections, to other 
professional organizations and to appropriate public officials, especially those officials in localities where 
policies counter to the principles established in this reso.lution are being considered. 

We in TESOL strongly believe that this resolution reaffirms the highest ideals and traditions of our profession as 

teachers of English to speakers of other languages--namely, that all individuals have the opportunity to acquire 

proficiency in English while maintaining their own language and culture. 

1987 TESOL Convention 
Miami Beach, Florida USA 

The Fourth Estate 
Tex-TESOL Region IV 
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The Bag of Tricks! 

In this section we invite you to share with your colleagues the best secrets you keep in your bag of tricks. 
They may be teaching tips, activities, a successful approach, or simply a creative way of 

organizing your class. Whatever works for you may work for other teachers. 

USE SONGS TO TEACH ENGLISH 
by David M. Jackson, Sr. 

Music can be used to teach English grammar, 
vocabulary, and oral skills. I have had success 
with music in teaching and enhancing those skills 
in my High school ESOL classes. Despite my 
minimal singing and guitar playing abilities, I 
occasionally "serenade" my students in the 
Spanish language and have them translate the 
lyrics into English. Upon completion of their 
translations, we sing their English versions. 

My students are all native Spanish speakers, so I 
do not have to plan activities for speakers of other 
languages. Modifications, of course, can be made 

THE IMpACT OF ESL pROGRAMS 

for multiple -language settings. Additionally tape 
and CD players or other equipment can be used by 
those who do not play musical instruments. 

The procedure is quite simple: 

1. Sing the song in Spanish. This can be done by 
one of your students. 

2. Students translate the lyrics into English. They 
may do this individually or in groups. 

3. Each translation is written on the chalkboard or 
presented on the overhead projector. 

4. The class discusses each version. This is a great 
opportunity to discuss the validity of having more 
than one interpretation of thoughts and ideas when 
translating. 

My students enjoy the activity. It's a welcome 
break form their more mundane activities, yet it is 
a fun way to teach essential elements. They gain 
confidence as they experience success in grappling 
with new words and contextual meanings. 

ESL is a valuable program! The ability 
to speak, read, and write English has a 
profound effect on an individual's life. 
The financial aspect is obvious. 
However, the personal satisfaction of 
being fluent in the language of the 
country you live in is important, too. 

The impact of ESL has a "ripple" effect; 
each individual has family members, 
close friends and co-workers. When one 
person learns more English, they share 
the new knowledge with others Soon, 
more people are eager to learn English. 

significant adults in their life speak 
English. 

The impact of role models has a 
profound influence on the children. 
They are willing to learn English so they 
can participate more in their schools: 
music, sports, classroom activities, etc. 
As an ESL teacher, I feel more 
information to the general public is 
needed. Perhaps in a commercial type 
format? 

When an individual becomes comfortable 
in a new culture and language, many 
opportunities are opened. New 
friendships, career advancement, 
possibilities for a better life style, , etc. 
are all exciting options. 

The Fourth Estate 
Tex-TESOL Region IV 

As school teachers, we all are aware of 
the power of the family. As the adults 
learn English, they encourage their 
children to speak English in their homes. 

As the adult's friends learn English, the 
children in the home hear several 
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Gloria Rutherford. 
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Federal Policy Update 

How will the welfare law proposed by Congress affect adults on AFDC who have low basic skills? 

The legislation reflects a dramatic change in the approach to moving adults from welfare to work. The goal of 
welfare reform has evolved in recent years from facilitating long-term self-sufficiency (the "skills development" 
model) to getting recipients into work as quickly as possible (the "work attachment" model). 

The current Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS) program, which incorporates the skills development 
model, typically refers welfare recipients to adult education and training rograms for specific periods of time. It 
is based on the premise that providing education and training to adults up front eventually leads to jobs and self
sufficiency. Major evaluations of several state JOBS programs, however, have found that in the the short term 
this model does not lead to improved work outcomes or increased income. The welfare legislation passed by 
Congress reflects these findings by not allowing stand-alone adult basic education and literacy services to count 
toward the work requirement called for in the bill. 

Many states have already replaced the skills development model with the work attachment model in an effort to 
place welfare recipients in jobs as soon as possible. Initial education and training are replaced by services 
supporting job entry, such as job searches. Recent evaluations have found that the work attachment model is 
more effective in reaching short-term employment and income gains, although most of the welfare recipients 
who found work in this way were still living in or near poverty. 

How migh a state or locality continue to include adult basic education and literacy services in their welfare 
to work program under the proposed welfare law? 

It appears that the only way to include adult basic skills and literacy instruction in this welfare plan is as part of 
an integrated skill training and work experience program. The legislation under the work requirement allows 
vocational training" to count for a limited number of hours and a limited number of individuals. To the extent 
that basic education skills are integrated into vocational training programs, they could be offered as part of a 
welfare-to-work program .. In New York, the EDGE program provides education and training services to welfare 
recipients who have been placed in work slots. As part of California's JOBS program (known as GAIN), the 
CET program has shown considerable success with a similar approach. Adults are placed in jobs and then 
provided training and education on an as-needed basis as they confront problems in mastering 
work.requirements. Similar programs also exist in Oregon and other states. 

In order to make an integrated program work, a crucial f"Irst step is for adult education and training 
providers and welfare program staff to learn about each other's service delivery system --including their 
respective values, goals, and programmatic requirements. All three systems -welfare, job training, and 
education-- must be willing to reevaluate how they do business. 

Reduced funding will make it more difficult to continue -let alone expand- the service integration model of 
welfare-to-work. The bottom line" under the new legislation, it will take an even greater desire and commitment 
to overcome the barriers and to find a solution that works for the adults we are all trying to serve. 

From the Policy Update of the National Institute for Literacy 
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In a time when more people e-mail 
me than call me on the phone, 
when you get more faxes than 
visits, when students are more 
familiar with computers than with 
the multiplication tables, it is 
important to learn to use 
technology in the classroom. For 
two reasons: 

worker. 

2- Technology brings a variety of 
resources to our classroom that you 
could not afford otherwise. 

1- Technology is an important 
part of our new economy and the 
labor 

market of the near future depends 
on a technologically sophisticated 

We want to invite you to send your 
contributions to this newsletter. Let 
everyone know how you use 
"teachnology," or share your 
concerns for somebody else to help 
you out. 

Project INTER-AL T 
(Interactively Advancing Literacy through Technology 

Although the potential benefits of technology for enhancing 
learning are tremendous, too often technology use has been 
limited to the placing of learners on computers where 
lessons are completed in isolation from the world and other 
learners. During the past year, Project INTER-ALT has 
used computers and telecommunications in a manner that 
allows adults to interact with each other about issues that 
concern them and allows these adults to have input in 
decisions about curriculum content. Additionally, Project 
INTER-ALT has provided adult learners and their 
instructors with access to resources and information that 
assist in the development of the technological literacies 
needed for the workplace and society both currently and in 
the near future. 

This special technology project was awarded to the Ten 
County ACE Co-op by the Adult and Community Education 
Division of the Texas Education Agency last year. Major 
objectives of the project included the development of student 
writing using technology, staff developments, and the 
technological literacy development of learners and adult 
educators. Project INTER-ALT's efforts in addressing the 
technological needs of the adult community have included 
the establishment of an electronic forum dedicated to the 
issues and problems adults and adult educators participating 
in the project. By using modems, telecommunication 
software, and a toll-free number provided by the Texas 
Literacy Resource Center (TLRC), ten adult learning centers 
connected to the TLRC bulletin board system (BBS) located 
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at Texas A&M University - College Station where the 
electronic forum was housed. Adults participating in the 
project used the TLRC BBS to write to each other and/or a 
group about topics they selected as important. Learners 
were also able to use telecommunications to investigate areas 
of interest. In addition to the TLRC BBS, many of the 
participating learning centers had access to the Internet 
through either Southwest Texas State University or TENET 
accounts. Besides providing these centers with access to 
additional electronic forums, Internet access also provided 
instructors and their learners with access to resources, 
information, and software all over the world. 

Currently, five adult learning centers continue to participate 
in writing projects using the TLRC BBS. Of these five 
centers, four have access to the Internet and are learning to 
use the World Wide Web to access additional resources 
worldwide. Instructors at these learning centers continue to 
investigate the promise of technological applications to adult 
education. For more information concerning this project, 
contact Project INTER-ALT at (512) 245-3995 or saO? @ 
swt.edu on the Internet. 

Stan Ashlock, Project INTER-ALT 
Southwest Texas State University 

(reproduced with permission) 
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ABSTRACTS, 
I NEED ABSTRACTS! 

u 
Q 
0 

Fill out the call for papers and send it with a short description of your presentation. 

Submit it by August 15, 1993 to: 
Christine Tierney,Program Chair 

TEXTESOL IV ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
Southwest College -HCCS 

5407 Gulfton, Houston, TX 77081 

FRIDAY'S INTEREST SECTION SWAP SHOPS 
If giving a presentation isn't your cup of tea, consider participating in one of 

Friday's swap shops. Bring 25 copies of an idea or activity to this session 

to share with your colleagues. Each interest section will have its own mod

erator who will ask participants to give a two or three minute description 

and/or demonstration of the activity. 

All ideas are welcome, and no idea is too simple in this informal session. 

You will leave the session with 25 new things to do Monday morning. 

But, you must bring an activity to the session in order to attend. 

THE FOUR INTEREST SESSIONS ARE: 

IEP/ Adult Ed Secondary Elementary Bilingual 
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
1993 TEXTESOL IV REGIONAL CONFERENCE 

Friday, October 1,1993 
Westchase Hilton 
9999 Westheimer 

3:00-6:00 
4:00-4:45 

5:00-6:30 

6:30-8:00 

Registration 
Swap ShopsPoster I 
Essay contest results 
Opening Workshop: 
Jimmy Cabrera 
Buffet Reception 

Saturday, October 2, 1993 
Region IV Service Center 
7145 West Tidwell 

7:30-10:30 
8:00-8:45 
8:00-4:00 
9:00-9:45 

Registration 
Coffee & Danish 
Publishers' Exhibits 
Keynote Speaker: Rebecca 
Oxford 

10:00-11:45 Concurrent Sessions 
11:45 - 1:00 Luncheon 
1:00 - 4:45 Concurrent sessions 

All sessions including the swap shops and opening workshop are AA T credit eligible. 

HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS 
If you are coming from outside the Houston area and need overnight accomodations, there are 
several hotels convenient to The Region IV Education Service Center. A Ramada Inn, the Medal
lion, and the Westchase Hilton are all convenient. The Westchase Hilton and the Medallion have 
guaranteed the government rate of $55 I single. All rates are subject to tax. Please make your 
reservations directly and identify yourself as attending the TEXTESOL Conference to receive the 
special rate. 
Westchase Hilton 
Medallion 
Ramada Northwest 

713-974-1000 
1-800-688-3000 
713-462-9977 


